POST PRODUCTION

LUCKY CAT LAUNCHES NEW HIGH-END FACILITY

Lucky Cat’s
big expansion
Poland Street’s sleek, stylish facility Lucky Cat has been
providing creative post production services in its elegant and
welcoming home in the heart of Soho for the last six years. Its
now set to make its biggest splash yet as it opens a second
mini-facility, equipped with some of the finest post kit available

CAN’T STOP THE FELINE
The ethos of Lucky Cat, Soho’s premier boutique post facility, is to
make the whole post production process as stress free for its clients
as possible. Its lovely, homely rooms are a key part of this: “We see
ourselves as a family and when you come to us you are visiting our
house,” says Jon Myers, MD and Senior Flame Operator. “We believe in
providing a professional, low stress, creative environment – if you are
going to spend all day somewhere you should enjoy it.”
SMALL AND PERFECTLY FORMED
Lucky Cat has just 12 members of staff and is proudly a boutique facility. “We
try our utmost to make our clients feel comfy, listened to and looked after,
which in turn creates an open, easy rapport that filters down to the creative
process,” explains Zung Tru, Bookings and Facilities Manager. “We’re a small,
tight knit team; we know what’s happening on every level of a job, from start
to finish, so there isn’t a massive team of people that clients need to speak to
in order to book a job in or find out what’s happening. We know our stuff and
are a thoroughly nice bunch of people too (even if we do say so ourselves!).”
NEW MEMBER OF THE FAMILY
The company is, however, just about to expand beyond its current space by
opening a separate office. The new space is called – you guessed it – Lucky
Kitten, and is based next door, in Noland House. It offers best-of-breed
picture and audio post finishing services, having been built around a FilmLight
Baselight 4K HDR grading suite and a top-end Dolby Atmos studio.
The opening of Lucky Kitten means “we increase our capacity and offer
additional creative services to our existing clients, while also diversifying and

“WE CHOSE DOLBY ATMOS BECAUSE IT’S THE NEXT GENERATION
OF CUTTING EDGE SOUND DESIGN AND OFFERS US THE ABILITY
TO PUSH INTO OTHER CREATIVE AUDIO POSSIBILITIES.”
Craig Budd, Senior Sound Designer, Lucky Cat

BOUTIQUE SIZE, BIG KIT; LUCKY KITTEN

attracting new clients in other aspects of the media industry, such as cinema,
commercials, gaming and music composition,” says Tru. “The new facilities
will run side by side with our current set up.”
INDUSTRY LEADING KIT(TEN)
Lucky Cat opted to install a FilmLight Baselight suite with the Blackboard
2 panel at Lucky Kitten, “to provide us with the quickest, most intuitive
and most powerful grading system on the market,” says Myers. “We were
also extremely impressed with the customer services FilmLight provided
us. In particular, the technical help and engineering assistance they
provided to create a system tailored to our needs was second to none.
The suite is coupled with a Sony BVM X300 4K HDR grading monitor and
high spec 55” HDR client TV to enable us to provide High Dynamic Range
grading at up to 4K resolution for both short-form commercial work and
long-form projects.”

“THE FILMLIGHT BASELIGHT SUITE PROVIDES US WITH THE
QUICKEST, MOST INTUITIVE AND MOST POWERFUL GRADING
SYSTEM ON THE MARKET.”
Jon Myers, MD and Senior Flame Operator, Lucky Cat

TOP CAT
Meanwhile, the choice of a Dolby Atmos studio may appear a slightly unusual
move for a small post facility, but Lucky Cat wanted to go for such a top-spec
suite to ensure it was fully equipped to meet the demands of any potential
client. “We chose Dolby Atmos because it allows us to explore the cutting
edge of sound technology, enabling us to make sound come to life in an all
encompassing three dimensional space,” sums up Craig Budd, Senior Sound
Designer. “It offers us the ability to push into other creative audio and music
composition possibilities,” adds Matt Brace, Senior Dubbing Mixer.
Lucky Cat worked with Munro Acoustic to design the studio’s control
room and booth and “a very impressive custom monitoring solution”.
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“THE TEAM AT HHB SCRUB CLEARLY CARE ABOUT WHAT THEY
DO – THEIR TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM IS THE BEST I’VE EVER
COME ACROSS.”
Craig Budd, Senior Sound Designer, Lucky Cat

The rest of the kit – including an Avid S6 and ProTools HDX system –
was supplied by HHB Scrub. “We needed a team that had the technical
experience to help us develop the idea, suggest things we may not have
thought about and make sure we were buying the equipment that was
right for us,” says Budd.
“The team at HHB Scrub clearly care about what they do, whether it’s
making sure we’ve chosen the right kit or their technical support team,
which is the best I’ve ever come across. They were the obvious choice.
I’ve had a relationship with them for 12 years and they’ve always supplied
the best technical support in the business,” he adds.
The immediate plans for Lucky Kitten’s suites are for Lucky Cat’s existing
studio audio engineers to operate the Dolby Atmos studio and for its Flame
operators to man the Baselight suite. Lucky Cat will hire in freelance Baselight
operators on a job-by-job basis. The facility is also planning on dry hiring the
Baselight suite if and when the opportunity arises.
GROWING SUCCESS
Lucky Kitten has been half a year in the making, from when the building was
first acquired to fitting it all out. It opens for the first time this month. While
the company is undeniably expanding with the opening of Lucky Kitten, it
is still a passionate advocate of staying at a boutique scale: “We don’t want
to grow as large as the main players as I think you lose that individuality and
spark,” believes Myers. “To compete at that level, it’s a numbers game. So
you have to compete by offering something they can’t.”
“We’d like to continue to grow and become a strong Soho post player
whilst retaining our individuality as a small, totally independent boutique
post house,” adds Tru.

